The beacon of light
sample
In the world of YAHERO, each month brings an exciting new quest with missions to complete and badges
of Yahweh to earn. The LUMIGUIDE has been designed so that parents can help their kids link the online
YAHERO experience with the power of the Bible and it will be emailed to parents at the end of each quest.
In each LUMIGUIDE you will find...
• Bible passages featured on in-game Lumiscrolls that children pick up during the quest
• HERO TALK with key thoughts and kid-friendly questions
• BLINK section with thoughts to reinforce the Bible’s themes
Lumiscroll 1: Your Word is a lamp… Psalm 119:105 (NLT)
“Your word is a lamp to guide my feet and a light for my path.”
HERO TALK:
LAMP & GUIDE – Lamps come in all shapes and sizes but they all have the power to do the
same thing. Have you ever been on a camping trip where the lights of the campfire and the
moon were the only things lighting your path to the tent? Maybe your parents brought
along a camping lantern that you could carry to guide your trek to the washroom or to the
food tent for a late night snack. The next time you can’t seem to find your way through a
situation at school or with one of your siblings, remember that God’s Word is a lamp and a
guide that will always lead the way if we will take time to follow it. God’s lamp comes to us
in the shape of a book but it’s really a guide to show us the way.

•What are some ways that God’s Word is a lamp and a guide for your life at school or with

your friends?
•Why do you think that David, the writer of this Psalm, would compare the Bible with a
lamp that guides his feet?
BLINK:
God’s Word is the lamp that lights the way!
Lumiscroll 2: Like a city on a hilltop… Matthew 5:14 (NLT)
“You are the light of the world—like a city on a hilltop that cannot be hidden.”

HERO TALK:
LIGHT & WORLD – Has your family ever followed one of those big spotlights roving around
in the sky? They’re pretty hard to ignore. These super bright moving lights are used to guide
people to a special event or sale in their city. Just as one of these spotlights cannot be
hidden, neither can a person who has God’s light shining out of their lives. Jesus said, that
Christians are the light of the world that cannot be hidden.
•Do your friends at school get to see you shining your light? How could you show them?
•Have you ever shared God’s light by sticking up for someone when they needed a friend?
BLINK:
Through our actions, family, friends and teachers will see God’s light shining through us.
They’ll notice when we shine our light in helpful, kind and truthful ways.
For more information visit www.yahero.com

